Mindfulness for Kids!

Ruth Wells—*A to Zen: A Book of Japanese Culture*
Christopher Willard—*AlphaBreaths*
Jennifer Eckford—*Baby Calm: An ABC of Mindfulness*
Paul Christelis—*Breath By Breath: A Mindfulness Guide to Feeling Calm*
Megan Borgert-Spaniol—*Crafting Calm: Art Activities for Mindful Kids*
Grace Byers—*I Am Enough*
Christopher Willard—*The Breathing Book*
Leslie Kimmelman—*Belly Breathe*
Wynne Kinder—*Calm: Mindfulness for Kids*
Debora Sosin—*Charlotte and The Quiet Place*
Christopher Willard: *Breathing Makes it Better*
Thich Nhat Hanh—*A Handful of Quiet: Happiness in Four Pebbles*
Kira Willey—*Hot Cocoa Calm*
Mallika Chopra—*Just Breathe: Meditation, Mindfulness Movement and More*
Susan D. Sweet—*King Calm: Mindful Gorilla in the City*
Laurie M. Grossman—*Master of Mindfulness: How to be Your Own Superhero in Times of Stress*
Whitney Stewart—*Mindful Me: Mindfulness and Meditation for Kids*
Nick Ortner—*My Magic Breath: Finding Calm Through Mindful Breathing* —Available on Hoopla
Nicole Cardoza—*Mindful Moves*
Kathy Hudson —*Mindful Mr. Sloth*

William Anthony—*Mindfulness*
Monique Meditation: Being Patient with Cookie Monster
Mariam Gates—*This Moment is Your Life (and So Is This One)*
Elise Gravel—*Puppy in My Head*
*A World of Mindfulness*
Frank J. Sileo—*A World of Pausabilities: An Exercise in Mindfulness*
Lydia Bowers—*We Listen to Our Bodies*
Mamen Duch—*Relaxations: Big Tools for Little Warriors*
Claire Grace—*Stars Before Bedtime: A Mindful Fall Asleep Book*
Rachel Williams—*Slow Down: 50 Mindful Moments in Nature*
Maud Roegiers—*Take the Time: Mindfulness for Kids*

Meditation
Frank J. Sileo—*Bee Still: An Invitation to Meditation*
William Meyer—*Big Breath: A Guided Meditation for Kids*
Mariam Gates—*Meditate With Me: A Step By Step Mindfulness Journey*
Susan B. Katz—*Meditation Station*
Carolyn Kanjuro—*Sit With Me: Meditation for Kids in Six Easy Steps*
*YogaKids 3: Silly to Calm*

To view a list of these titles and more in our catalog, click [here](#)